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Abstract 
 

The evolution of the Internet technology and artificial intelligence has changed the ways we gain 

knowledge, which has expanded to every aspect of our lives. In recent years, Knowledge Graphs 

technology as one of the artificial intelligence techniques has been widely used in the educational 

domain. However, there are few studies dedicating the construction of knowledge graphs for K-10 

education in Australia, and most of the existing studies only focus on at the theory level, and little 

research shows practical pipeline steps to complete the complex flow of constructing the 

educational knowledge graph. Apart from that, most studies focused on concept entities and their 

relations but ignored the features of concept entities and the relations between learning knowledge 

points and required learning outcomes. To overcome these shortages and provide the data 

foundation for the development of downstream research and applications in this educational 

domain, the construction processes of building a knowledge graph for Australian K-10 education 

were analyzed at the theory level and implemented in a practical way in this research. We took the 

Year 9 science course as a typical data source example fed to the proposed method called 

K10EDU-RCF-KG to construct this educational knowledge graph and to enrich the features of 

entities in the knowledge graph. In the construction pipeline, a variety of techniques were 

employed to complete the building process. Firstly, the POI and OCR techniques were applied to 

convert Word and PDF format files into text, followed by developing an educational resources 

management platform where the machine-readable text could be stored in a relational database 

management system. Secondly, we designed an architecture framework as the guidance of the 

construction pipeline. According to this architecture, the educational ontology was initially 

designed, and a backend microservice was developed to process the entity extraction and relation 

extraction by NLP-NER and probabilistic association rule mining algorithms, respectively. We 

also adopted the NLP-POS technique to find out the neighbor adjectives related to entitles to 

enrich features of these concept entitles. In addition, a subject dictionary was introduced during 

the refinement process of the knowledge graph, which reduced the data noise rate of the 

knowledge graph entities. Furthermore, the connections between learning outcome entities and 

topic knowledge point entities were directly connected, which provides a clear and efficient way 

to identify what corresponding learning objectives are related to the learning unit. Finally, a set of 

REST APIs for querying this educational knowledge graph were developed. 
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1.1 Background 
 

People have been astonished many times due to the information evolution, from personal 

computer to cloud computing services, especially the development of artificial intelligent. These 

technologies have been facilitating the development of ways people obtain information and 

knowledge. The rapid development of the Internet has provided a new stream that massive data 

can be collected, transformed and stored, which has brought unprecedented approaches to explore 

this knowledge world, while the extensive growth of data also makes querying, analyzing, and 

presenting human-readable data harder than decades ago (Hur et al., 2021). There is an increasing 

number of needs to identify and process valuable information from this massive data, as well as to 

extract the human understandable or potential relationship of data. The development of web 1.0 

and web 2.0 has promoted the emerge of the Semantic Web, in which Knowledge Graphs (KG) as 

one of techniques in the semantic web plays a crucial role in knowledge engineering by 

representing knowledge in a structured, machine-readable format that enables the automatic 

reasoning and inference of knowledge. Additionally, the knowledge graphs related technologies 

are one of the fundamental techniques to implement various intelligent applications based on the 

semantic web (Chicaiza & Valdiviezo-Diaz, 2021)  

 

A knowledge graph is a special kind of database that stores knowledge in a machine-readable form 

and provides a means for information to be collected, organized, shared, searched, and utilized 

(Kejriwal, 2019).  The concept of knowledge graphs was first proposed by Google’s search engine 

project in 2012, which was to enhance Google search in three ways: finding the right thing, getting 

the best summary of relevant content around what topics you are searching, and going deeper and 

broader with surprise things due to the rich data accumulated (Amit Singhal, 2012).  There are 

many advantages of using knowledge graphs as the structure to store data. Some of them include 

providing a structured way to organize and connect data which is known as nodes and edges, 

being simple and easier to query, analyze and recognize connection between entities, integrating 

data from multiple sources such as general text, domain-specific documents or databases, and 

semantic reasoning for detecting relationships between entities. Therefore, knowledge graphs have 

been widely utilized in various fields such as chatbots, search engines, question-answering, 

machine translation, natural language generation, and smart education systems. 
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The smart education has been driven by the development of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data 

analysis, which has provided the convenient and efficient ways of teaching and learning compared 

to the traditional teacher-centric education which isolates the theory or abstract knowledge with 

the actual real world  (Chi et al., 2018). As one of the important techniques of artificial 

intelligence, knowledge graph plays a significant role to facilitate the development of smart 

education and to present complex knowledge in real world in the both human-readable and 

machine-readable way. 

 

The Australia K-10 education system is for primary and secondary students’ teaching and 

learning. It is designed to provide a broad education for all Australian students who want to 

develop their foundational knowledge and skills across a range of subject areas for further 

education. As the core part of the education system, the Australia K-10 curriculum is a set of 

learning standards and guidelines for all students and education practitioners in Australia. It covers 

eight learning areas, and each learning area has been organized appropriately and professionally. 

For example, the science subject of year level 9 includes five parts, Level Description, Content 

Description, Achievement Standard, Work Samples, and Content and Achievement Sequences 1. 

Therefore, leveraging the advantages of knowledge graph to drive the development of smart 

education in Australia has sparked my interest in the research of the construction of knowledge 

graph in education domain. 

 

1.2 Terms, concepts and definitions 

 
• Key outcomes: key outcomes in a course chapter refer to the learning objectives or goals 

that students are expected to achieve by the end of the chapter. It consists of two levels: 

Essential Level and Additional Level. 

• Topics: a topic is the main concept in a unit of the textbook such as Change. 

• Subtopics: a subtopic is a sub concept described under the topic such as physical change or 

chemical change under the Change topic. 

• Entity label categories: The educational knowledge graph contains eight node labels, 

 
1 https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/science/?year=12009 

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/science/?year=12009
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including Subject, Chapter, Unit, Topic, Subtopic, Knowledge Point, Outcome and 

Resource 

• Entity relationship categories: The educational knowledge graph contains three basic 

relationships between entities, including BELONGS_TO, KEY_OUTCOME, 

HAS_CONCEPT and IS_RELATED_TO. 

• K10EDU-RCF-KG: This is the proposed knowledge graph in this thesis, which means this 

is the knowledge graph with rich concept features dedicated to K-10 education in Australia. 

 

1.3 Limitation of existing studies 
 

With the fast growing of online learning resources, more and more learners are seeking what kinds 

of learning materials or learning paths are suitable for them. This gives educational researchers 

attention to think about how to improve learners’ experiences based on the huge volume of 

learning data. There are massive shared educational resources such as Open Educational 

Resources (OER) or online learning platforms like Maker, MOOC, and Netease Cloud Classroom 

that appear on the Internet in the last decade. However, there are few fundamental data structures 

that can connect different concepts together in a semantic way, and at the same time, this data 

needs to support the research on elementary and secondary school teaching and learning in 

Australia. The construction of the knowledge graph for K-10 education is one of the critical parts 

of further research on this educational field. As we know, the techniques of the construction of 

knowledge graphs have been utilized in many domains. For example, (Cong et al., 2018; X. Li et 

al., 2020; Q. Wang et al., 2020; Weng et al., 2017), their studies dedicated to the medical domain, 

the research in (C. Wang et al., 2018) is for geoscience, (Yan et al., 2020) constructed a 

knowledge graph for manufacturing equipment, and (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Yang, 2018a; 

Dang et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021; W. Zheng et al., 2019) promoted different approaches in 

education domain. However, most studies discuss the construction of knowledge graphs at the 

theory level, and little research was produced with practical examples of constructing knowledge 

graphs focusing on elementary and secondary education. 

 

Moreover, Zheng et al. proposed a construction method to build a large-scale knowledge graph for 

elementary education in China (W. Zheng et al., 2019). Although there is no research dedicating 
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the construction of knowledge graphs for K-10 education in Australia, the data resources such as 

curriculums, syllabuses 2, and textbook resources are rich. There is also the machine-readable 

Australian curriculum which can be accessed 3. However, there is much noisy information in these 

data sources when converting the data format to a knowledge graph database. Moreover, the 

contents and properties of entities in their knowledge graphs are too dry to present the knowledge 

for students’ understanding. 

  

In addition, as a secondary student, the purpose of studying in secondary education is to build on 

the knowledge and skills acquired in primary education and provide students with a broader and 

more specialized education. The outcomes in the curriculums and textbooks have presented the 

standard requirement that should be achieved by students.  Chung et al. present the designed 

curriculum ontology and syllabus ontology in detail for higher education by a syllabus integration 

and classification method (Chung & Kim, 2016).  Chen et al. proposed an automatic knowledge 

graph construction system for K-12 education (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Li, 2018). Zheng et al. 

built a large-scale knowledge graph for elementary education in China (W. Zheng et al., 2019). All 

their efforts focused on the various approaches to construct knowledge graphs in the education 

domain. However, they ignored the purpose of both teaching and learning which has been 

described and defined in the course curriculums’ standards or textbooks’ outcomes, and the 

existing knowledge graphs in educational domain have not established the connections between 

learning outcomes and learning topic contents. 

 

Furthermore, the general ways to access knowledge graphs constructed by researchers in the 

education domain are either through SPARQL query language for RDF or Cypher Query 

Language for Neo4j database. For example, Hao et al. proposed to use D2RQ tool to convert setup 

SPARQL query into SQL statement for the query and reasoning of knowledge graphs (Hao et al., 

2021). Yang et al. used the cypher statement provided by Neo4j to query graph data (Yang et al., 

2021). Although these query languages provide comprehensive functionalities and complex 

syntax, it is not convenient for the communication and invoking between different microservices, 

 
2 https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/years/stage-5 

 
3 https://rdf.australiancurriculum.edu.au/ 

 

https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/years/stage-5
https://rdf.australiancurriculum.edu.au/
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or the support of other applications developed by various programming languages such as Java, 

Python or C#. 

1.4 Research motivations 
 

With the development of Artificial intelligence (AI) in recent years, many researchers and 

organizations are trying to utilize AI technology in the educational domain. For example, AI is 

used to develop adaptive learning systems, generate personalized learning paths and automatically 

create exam questions and assignments (Alam, 2022). However, for Australian K-10 education, 

there is a lack of appropriate tools or methods cooperating with AI to develop modern smart 

education. As one of the technologies in NLP and AI, the knowledge graph technique can be 

employed to support the development of AI education because of its graph data structure and 

semantic understanding features. To be specific, students who are learning some concepts want to 

know what other concepts are related to and what features of these concepts are.  

 

Constructing educational knowledge graphs is the foundation for developing downstream 

intelligent educational research and applications. The appropriate knowledge graph and the 

effective and convenient way to access the knowledge graph data are highly on-demand by both 

educational instructors and learners. Professor Jun Shen and I had a constructive discussion at the 

early stage of this research, regarding how knowledge graphs in the educational domain can 

facilitate learning path establishment and optimize learning path by tailoring to the context of the 

learners in online learning adaption (Muhammad et al., 2016). The reason is that the educational 

knowledge graph can provide useful concept and relationship paraments for adaptive learning 

paths. Moreover, in terms of another downstream research field which is related to 

recommendation systems, Professor Jun Yan and I had a highly valuable conversation regarding 

how educational knowledge graphs can support the interactive recommender system since the 

educational knowledge graph can bind students learning preferences, activities and learning 

concepts together (R. Sun et al., 2022). These are two typical benefits for downstream research 

and applications. There are many systems in the smart educational domain that can be supported 

by educational knowledge graphs. Based on the above motivations, I started to investigate the 

construction of educational knowledge graphs and set up my research objectives described in the 
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next section. 

1.5 Research objectives 
 

Constructing educational knowledge graphs is the foundation for developing downstream 

intelligent educational research and applications. The appropriate knowledge graph and the 

effective and convenient way to access the knowledge graph data are highly on-demand by both 

educational instructors and learners. Therefore, this study aims to construct a knowledge graph for 

the k-10 education in Australia. In order to achieve this goal and solve the problems described in 

the previous section, the objectives of this thesis are illustrated as follows: 

1) For K-10 education in Australia, this is the first attempt to construct an educational 

knowledge graph with a whole practical pipeline process. The knowledge graph model that 

we proposed is called K10EDU-RCF-KG, which means the knowledge graph is dedicated to 

K-10 education in Australia with rich concept features. The Year 9 Science course was taken 

as an example to apply the proposed novel method to construct the educational knowledge 

graph by extracting entitles, entities’ features and relations from multiple data sources, 

including curriculums, syllabuses, and textbooks, following the designed construction 

architecture.   

2) The public and general-purpose knowledge graphs have been constructed by large 

organizations by feeding millions of facts, such as Wikipedia, YAGO and Freebase. These 

knowledge graphs provide rich entities and relations for general information such as people, 

location, date etc. However, constructing domain-specific knowledge graph faces many 

challenges. For example, acquiring and integrating domain-related data from multiple sources 

can be a complex process, and ensuring the quality and consistency of data is critical for 

constructing an accurate and reliable knowledge graph. To overcome the shortages of 

concept-entities’ features, we proposed a novel method that integrated bidirectional NLP- 

POS searching and NER algorithm to recognize entities and their features for this educational 

knowledge graph. Moreover, this study also aims to introduce subject dictionaries as the 

interference filtering variable for the entity extraction process, which can reduce the data 

noise rate of the knowledge graph. 

3) The learning outcomes defined in textbooks and curriculums present the learning goals of 
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chapters or a course. Learning outcomes describe what knowledge or skills students should 

gain after finishing the course. The outcomes, including essential and additional levels, not 

only clarify what students are expected to learn but also help teachers to teach the right 

content to students, which can help both of them to focus on the most important knowledge 

points in every chapter and unit (Katis et al., 2018). Therefore, to fill the gap described in the 

third research problem statement, this thesis aims to identify the connection between the 

learning outcomes defined in the curriculum and the learning concepts described in the 

textbook units and topics. 

4) Once the construction of the knowledge graph is completed, we know there are many ways to 

access the knowledge graph data. For example, SPARQL is a standard query language for 

querying data stored in RDF format. It can execute semantic querying in a flexible and 

efficient way for large-scale RDF data sources. Another language for query knowledge 

graphs is CQL (Cypher Query Language) which is a graph-based query language for Neo4j. 

However, with the increasing popularity of microservices architecture, many complex 

systems have been divided into small microservices which work together via sharing and 

accessing data via invoking APIs. It’s hard to meet the complicated system requirements only 

using a single database query language. So, utilizing the features of microservices on 

knowledge graphs database can provide a more efficient and convenient way to transform 

semantic data across different downstream applications and services. Therefore, this thesis 

aims to develop a set of REST APIs as the public service for the downstream applications 

that need to integrate or access this educational knowledge graph.  

1.6 Contribution of the thesis 
 

Once the research objectives have been achieved, the contributions of this study can be 

highlighted as bellows: 

1) The proposed knowledge graph model, K10EDU-RCF-KG, can be extended to develop a full 

educational knowledge graph that becomes the fundamental semantical data source for 

further research and applications related to K-10 education in Australia, such as analyzing the 

personalized learning experiences for students, designing curricula and identifying gaps and 

redundancies in the curriculum. 

2) Apart from using NLP-NER to extract concept entities, our novel method integrating 
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bidirectional NLP- POS searching in the construction process to recognize entities and their 

features presents a new idea for providing enriched content for the educational concept 

entities of the educational knowledge graph. Moreover, using the subject dictionaries as the 

reference to filter the knowledge concepts can improve the quality of the educational 

knowledge graph, which will save the efforts for refining the knowledge graph which 

contains a lot of unrelated or redundant data. Therefore, the downstream applicators or 

studies for K-10 education in Australia will benefit from this K10EDU-RCF-KG.  

3) The connections between learning outcomes and course concepts in the educational 

knowledge graph can help students better understand how the course material connects to 

expected learning outputs, and students will have a goal-oriented understanding of what 

important knowledge points need to be highly paid attention to achieve the goals. Moreover, 

these connections can also help instructors prepare the right and appropriate teaching content 

and materials as well as the design of assignments. 

4) For the users who want to integrate or access the K-10 educational knowledge graph data, 

apart from using the cypher language, a set of REST APIs developed in this thesis provide an 

easy and novel way to access the knowledge graph. So, developers do not need to consider 

the platform and programming language dependencies when integrating and transforming 

educational knowledge data across different microservices, which means they can use any 

programming languages that support HTTP protocol to get JSON or XML format response 

data. 

1.7 Outline of the thesis 

 
The rest parts of the thesis are organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we reviewed the development and features of the construction of knowledge graphs, 

including the construction of knowledge graphs in various domains. Particularly, we focus on 

more details of the process and approaches for building knowledge graphs in the educational 

domain. At the end of this Chapter, we also summarized the latest techniques for constructing 

knowledge in the educational domain. The proposed model, methods, techniques, and algorithms 

related to the construction processes at the theory level are discussed in Chapter 3. The 

architecture design of the constructing knowledge graph pipeline and the experimental 

implementation details are presented in Chapter 4. We do the model verification, presentation and 
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comparison in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude the thesis and discuss further 

research. 
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Chapter 2                                                                                  

Literature review 
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The primary aim of this literature review is to understand the details of various aspects of 

knowledge graphs. In Section 2.1 we introduced the concept and features of the knowledge graph. 

The existing open knowledge graphs are discussed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the construction 

of knowledge graphs in different academic and industrial domains is reviewed. Especially the 

construction of knowledge graphs in the educational field is reviewed and discussed much more in 

Section 2.3.3. Finally, we summarized the latest techniques regarding the construction of 

knowledge graphs in the educational domain in Section 2.4. The systematic approach conducted to 

review papers and articles is be presented as Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The systematic literature review framework for the construction of the KG 

 

2.1 The concept and features of knowledge graph 

2.1.1 The concept of knowledge graph  

 
A knowledge graph is a special kind of database which stores knowledge in a machine-readable 

form and provides a meaning for information to be collected, organized, shared, searched, and 

utilized.  The concept of knowledge graph was first proposed by Google’s search engine project in 

2012, which was to enhance Google search in three ways: finding the right thing, getting the best 

summary of relevant content around what you are searching topic, and going deeper and broader 

with surprising things due to the rich data accumulated (Amit Singhal, 2012).   In the abstract 

perspective, a knowledge graph is a kind of representation form of human knowledge, which 

means the knowledge graph can convert and analyze semantic information of human beings into a 

form of data structure that computers can understand and process. This form of data structure is 
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presented and stored as a set of triples; one triple is a 3-tuple.  

(𝐸ℎ , 𝑅, 𝐸𝑡) 

which contains two entities and their relations, where 𝐸ℎ represents a head entity, 𝐸𝑡 represents a 

tail entity, and 𝑅 expresses a relationship collection between two entities, and both entities and 

relations can have multiple attributes (Kejriwal, 2019). A typical concept level of a KG with 

attributes is presented in the Figure 2, and the real example is presented in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2. Presenting the concept of a typical knowledge graph 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Presenting one real world example of movie knowledge graph 

 

2.1.2 The features of knowledge graph 

 
The knowledge graph mainly describes real world entities and their interrelations, these entities 

and relations can be extracted from various data sources which can come from unstructured data, 

semi-structured data, or structured data (Mansouri et al., 2008). The unstructured data refers to 

information that does not have a pre-defined format or structure such as text documents, website 

blogs, or even images. On the other hand, the structured data refers to information that has been 

organized or stored in a certain format such as database tables, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 

files or XML files. The semi-structured data is a kind of combination of both structured and 
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unstructured data such as PDF files with tables inside or emails. 

 

There are many advantages of using knowledge graphs as the structure to store data. Some of them 

include providing a structured way to organize and connect data which is known as nodes and 

edges, being simple and easier to query, analyze and recognize connection between entities, 

integrating data from multiple sources such as general text, domain-specific documents or 

databases, and semantic reasoning for detecting relationships between entities.  Therefore, the 

knowledge graphs have been widely utilized in various fields such as chatbots, search engines, 

question-answering, machine translation, natural language generation, and smart education 

systems (Min et al., 2022). 

2.2 The existing open knowledge graphs review 
 

Following the advent of Google knowledge graph, various public knowledge graphs have been 

developed by industry and academia for dedicating specific purpose with new features. Some of 

them contains general knowledge such as person, country, city, location, date, university etc., 

while others such as DBpedia, YAGO, both of which extract information from Wikipedia, are 

established and operated by large organizations (Ringler & Paulheim, 2017). These knowledge 

graphs are widely used by various applications and provide the foundation and support for the 

downstream domain-specific studies. Table 1 illustrates an overview of typical existing knowledge 

graphs with their features and graph size, both open and company owned. The first column of the 

table presents the name of KG, the second column describes features of corresponding KG, the 

third column donates the size of KG, including entities, relations, topics in different areas, facts, 

and objects. More knowledge graphs summary illustration can be found in (Tiwari et al., 2021). 

2.3 Knowledge graph construction in specific domains 

 
Knowledge graph can be generally categorized into two types based on their application fields, 

general knowledge graph and domain-specific knowledge graph. The general knowledge graphs 

contain general knowledge about a wide range of subjects such as date, location, people, 

occupation, or a particular celebrity with their name, birth date, and occupation, as well as 

information about the movies or TV shows they have appeared, and these kind of knowledge 

graphs are used for various applications such as search engines, question-answering systems, and 
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recommendation engines. The typical examples of general knowledge graphs include Google's 

Knowledge Graph and Microsoft's Satori. On the other hand, domain-specific knowledge graphs 

contain information about a specific domain or industry, such as healthcare, finance, or 

transportation. The typical examples of these kind of graphs are used for specific applications such 

as medical diagnosis, financial risk analysis, and route optimization (Ji et al., 2022). However, 

modelling the domain knowledge is difficult since the quality, applicability, effectiveness, and 

scalability need to be considered in the construction process, so the construction methods can vary 

to meet these specific requirements. In the following sections, we will discuss how the knowledge 

graphs are constructed in some of specific domains. 

2.3.1 Knowledge graph construction for healthcare  

 
Many researchers have tried to manually construct KG for medical scheme, extracting triples from 

medical articles, but the manual approach require not only tremendous human efforts but also 

involving medical experts. For example, the development of the Internist-1/QMR system involved 

significant efforts from a team of experts in medicine, artificial intelligence, and computer science. 

The system was developed over a period of more than 10 years by a team of over 30 professionals, 

including physicians, computer scientists, knowledge engineers, and medical librarians (Hur et al., 

2021). With the development of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and big data techniques, 

people can leverage these modern technologies to produce the more intelligent medical system by 

less labor consuming. Undoubtedly, the knowledge graph technology plays an important role in 

building these modern medical applications. Weng et al. proposed a framework for automated 

medical knowledge graph construction based on semantic analysis. This process consists of four 

steps, including the medical ontology construction, the knowledge element generation, the 

structured knowledge dataset generation, and the graph model construction. Their methods for 

automated medical knowledge graph construction have shown the significant accuracy and 

effectiveness of the construction process. The framework they proposed is based on the ontology 

model and deep learning technique. In the medical ontology constructor phase, they constructed 

medical domain ontology using explicit knowledge. The meta data was extracted from 

unstructured clinical texts by technique. After that, they introduced the explicit medical knowledge 

from medical textbooks and medicine terminology standards. Therefore, a hierarchical structure 

was generated as the base of the ontology by following the RDF and Ontology Web Language 
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Table 1. The overview of typical existing knowledge graphs 

Name  Features  Graph size Reference 

Cyc • One of the oldest knowledge graphs  

• To assemble a comprehensive ontology and knowledge base that spans the basic concepts 

and rules about how the world works.  

• Autonomous Cognitive Processing 

• contains 25 million assertions. 

• covers a wide range of topics in areas such 

as biology, physics, history, and 

geography. 

 

CYC4 

(Hur et al., 2021) 

 

Freebase • A public, editable knowledge graph with schema templates for most kinds of possible 

entities.  

• Freebase was shut down on March 31st, 2015 

contains roughly,  

• 50 million entities  

• 3 billion facts. 

(Bollacker et al., 2007) 

 

Wikidata • A collaboratively edited knowledge graph, that is operated by the Wikimedia foundation. 

• It is free, everyone can copy, modify and perform data 

• Rely on communities or interest groups by organizing crowdsourcing efforts. 

contains roughly  

• 100 million data items  

• 1trillion edits statements 

 Wikidata Website 5 

DBpedia • DBpedia is an open knowledge graph (OKG) which is extracted from structured data in 

Wikipedia. 

• The extraction of key-value pairs from the Wikipedia infoboxes 

Contains 4.58 million things in the English 

version, including,  

• 1millon persons,  

• 0.7 million places,  

• 0.4 million creative works, 

• 0.2 million organizations,  

• 0.25 million species  

• 6 thousand diseases. 

DBpedia Website 6 

YAGO • It is a large knowledge base with general knowledge about people, cities, countries, 

movies, and organizations. 

• Entities are stored as classes. 

  

contains more than  

• 50 million entities  

• 2 billion facts 

 

YAGO Website7 

GKG • It is a knowledge base used by Google and its services to enhance its search engine's 

results with information gathered from a variety of sources. 

Contains  

• 3.5 billion facts  

• 500 million objects 

• 1,500 entity types  

• 35,000 relation types 

(Amit Singhal, 2012) 

 
4 https://cyc.com/faq/ 
5 https://www.wikidata.org/ 
6 http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/ 
7 https://yago-knowledge.org/ 

 

https://cyc.com/faq/
https://www.wikidata.org/
http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
https://yago-knowledge.org/
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(OWL-Lite). They used ontology edition tool, Protégé, to generate ontology with the medical 

experts’ supervision (Weng et al., 2017). Yu et al. developed a large-scale knowledge graph 

dedicated to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) by integrating terms, documents, databases, and 

other knowledge resources. They created a health care ontology as the basis of knowledge graph, 

this ontology consists of top-level ontology and thesaurus, and populated the concepts from TCM 

heal care databases into the knowledge graph. They used text-mining tool to extract entities and 

relations by performing segmental analysis on texts, these extracted entities and relations were 

added to the knowledge graph by the validation from experts. They also developed a tool that can 

assist experts to examine and ensure the accuracy and completeness of the knowledge graph (T. 

Yu et al., 2017). Cong et al. proposed a novel approach to build a BMKG by leveraging the 

SemMedDB and LOD (Health Science Linked Open Data). They discovered new relationships 

from different datasets and identified the conflicting knowledge triples in existing knowledge 

graph, which improved the quality of the SemMedDB (Cong et al., 2018).  Li et al. proposed a 

systematic approach to build medical KG from electronic medical records (EMRs), they introduce 

the quadruplet structure to represent medical knowledge. This structure adds an additional field to 

characterize the triple of knowledge graph, which provides enriching statistical data to present the 

relations between different disease entities, but ignored to enhance the properties of disease 

entities and the attributes of relationships between these entitles (L. Li et al., 2020).  

2.3.2 Knowledge graph construction for sciences and engineering  
 

Wang et al. created a hybrid corpus by merging general language and geology-specific terms from 

geology dictionaries. The corpus was then used to train Chinese word segmentation rules in the 

Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model. Documents were parsed into separate words by the 

word segmentation rules, and some stop-words were removed. Finally, the semantic links between 

content words were analyzed using a statistical method which is to calculate the content-words 

frequency in documents (C. Wang et al., 2018). Zhao et al. proposed a method to construct a 

vertical knowledge graph for aviation security. They first build the aviation risk event ontology 

model by the data-driven incremental construction technology, and then transform structured data 

into RDF data for storage. Finally, they use American Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) 

to verify their method of constructing the knowledge graph (Zhao et al., 2018). Yan et al. 

constructed a manufacturing equipment knowledge graph stored in Neo4j graph database and 
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developed a recommendation query system based on this KG. They firstly collected a considerable 

amount of data from network, and then they used conditional random fields algorithm to extract 

the entity name, product place and company name of the equipment as well as the relationships 

between these devices’ entities by calculating the similarity (Yan et al., 2020). 

2.3.3 Knowledge graph construction in educational domain 

 
With the rapid development of information technology, the ways of teaching and learning have 

changed significantly. In traditional way, students can sit in a physical classroom listening to a 

lecture addressed with slides by a professor, but with the development of the Internet, they can 

also attend the online class at home via the Internet connection using their personal computers, and 

teachers can leverage a lot of computer assistant tools to help them prepare pedagogical materials 

(Yen & Nhi, 2021).  These convenient learning and teaching ways have promoted the 

development of the distance education and online learning systems. In order to build better 

teaching and learning applications and give students and teachers a better user experience, a wide 

range of data with different format such as text, video and audio are introduced to be the core-

support of various online educational systems such as Coursera, Udemy or edX etc. These online 

educational systems offer a variety of courses and programs in different fields, such as 

programming, business, marketing, design, data science, and many more. They provide learners 

with flexible, accessible, and often affordable ways to acquire new skills and knowledge (Son et 

al., 2021). Therefore, the knowledge graphs data has been playing a significant role in the 

educational domain, and many new generation online education platforms that can support 

intelligent education will incorporate a knowledge graph as a central component. Educational 

knowledge graph can potentially help knowledge discovery from pedagogical materials and data, 

assisting both teachers to prepare tutorials and students to search useful learning resources, and 

even the recommendation of personal learning experience. For example, students who are learning 

biology course can create a visual representation of the immune system that shows how different 

components are related to each other. A potential educational system can provide a functionality 

that add notes and annotations to each node to help students remember important information 

about each component.   

 

Zheng et al. utilized machine learning methods to create a high educational knowledge graph via 
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crawling course information from MOOC websites and extracting entitles and relations, including 

contrastive relationship, sequential relationship (Y. Zheng et al., 2017). Chen et al. proposed a 

K12EduKG system which utilizes named entity recognition (NER) methods to extract educational 

concepts from data, and their system applies data mining techniques to identify the cognitive 

prerequisite relationships that exist between these educational concepts (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, 

& Li, 2018).  Chen et al. also proposed a practical system to automatically construct knowledge 

graphs by extracting instructional concepts and identifying significant educational relations. The 

system applies recurrent neural network models, neural sequence labelling, on pedagogical data 

(e.g., the curriculum standards and textbooks) to extract entities in educational domain and utilizes 

the probabilistic association rule mining to identify the desired relations between entitles (Chen, 

Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Yang, 2018a). Zheng et al. proposes a construction method to build a large-

scale knowledge graph for elementary education in China. They first established the ontology 

which contains three layers linked together by knowledge link, and then they utilized unsupervised 

learning approach to extract knowledge object, various relations from textbook catalogue 

structure, Wikipedia and other external data (W. Zheng et al., 2019). Zouri et al. proposed an 

approach which is based on ontology for curriculum mapping in higher education, the core 

curriculum ontology created by this approach can support other knowledge applications such as 

knowledge searching and representation (Zouri & Ferworn, 2021). 

 

Curriculum mapping and learning outcomes are essential components of effective education. 

Learning outcomes should be aligned with the objectives of the curriculums, so the curriculum 

mapping plays important role to help educators identify the specific skills, knowledge, and 

attitudes that are required for students to achieve the learning outcomes. This information can then 

be used to design effective instructional strategies and assessment methods that support the 

achievement of the learning outcomes. Therefore, extracting the entities and relations from 

curriculum and establishing the connections between these entities to course unit entities can not 

only help teachers prepare useful teaching materials but also provide an effective learning 

guidance for students. 
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2.4 The latest techniques of constructing KG in educational domain 
 

As reviewed in the previous section, there are many algorithms and techniques applied in the 

construction of knowledge graphs. The latest related works can be summarized as followings:  

 

Huang et al. utilized a Rule-based Named Entity Recognition algorithm combined with 

formulating specific language templates to extract the k-gram phrases as the course concepts from 

the course outline. Regarding entity recognition for the course video captions, they use the 

Confidence Propagation Model of Graphs Combined with Neural Network. The core step is to 

combine CRF and RNN for the sequence part-of-speech labelling since these approaches 

performed better on the problem of sequence labelling than others (Huang et al., 2021). 

 

Li et al. integrated teaching speech as a modal resource to construct multi-modal educational 

knowledge graphs. They used fine-tuned Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers 

(BERT) model to identify the educational information based on the education lexicon which was 

created at first. They also added Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Conditional Random 

Field (BiLSTM) to extract the contextual features of each sentence, combining CRF layer to 

complete education concept recognition. For the relationship extraction, they identify the 

locational information of entities by the BERT model (N. Li et al., 2022).   

 

Although these two works are dedicated to multi-modal educational knowledge graph 

construction, they convert either the video or speech to captions or text; eventually, the algorithms 

were used to process the language's text. In terms of the purpose of pedagogical text material, it is 

to provide teachers or students assistance to achieve their learning goals. Obviously, all their 

research neglected to provide support for students in achieving their learning outcomes. Therefore, 

in this thesis, we propose a novel approach to establish the connection between learning outcomes 

and learning topics in every chapter. The experiment shows our approach for fetching a topic 

concept has better efficiency in identifying what learning outcomes are related to what students are 

learning and searching. 
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Chapter 3                                                                                 

Theoretical basis for the construction of educational KG 
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3.1 System architecture design 

 
To construct a knowledge graph, the first thing needed is to design the architecture. Generally, 

there are two layers of knowledge graph model. One is the logic layer which is presented by 

ontology, another is the data layer which consists of entities, relationships and their attributes. In 

educational knowledge graphs, the logic layer will be constructed based on course outlines and 

curriculums, and the data layer will be filled by the concrete facts of every unit’s contents related 

to corresponding outlines (Duan et al., 2017). There are generally two ways as the basic guidance 

to construct knowledge graphs, including the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach. The 

top-down approach to constructing a knowledge graph is typically used when you have a well-

defined ontology or taxonomy that you want to capture in the graph. This approach involves 

starting with a high-level view of the domain and then breaking it down into more specific 

concepts and relationships. On the other hand, the bottom-up approach to constructing a 

knowledge graph is typically used when there is a large amount of unstructured data that you want 

to extract knowledge from. This approach involves starting with the data and then identifying 

patterns, concepts, and relationships to build the graph (Qin et al., 2020). In this research, we use 

top-down approach to design the knowledge graph. The design framework is showed in the Figure 

4. The architecture design is based on the F-10 curriculum structure 8. Students who study from 

kindergarten to year 10 are going to learn essential knowledge, understandings, and skills across 8 

learning areas which are identified and organized by the F-10 Australian Curriculum. These 

learning areas include English, Mathematics, Science, Health and Physical Education, Humanities 

and Social Sciences, The Arts, Technologies and Languages. In this thesis, we take Science 

subject Year 9 course as an example to construct the educational knowledge graph.  

 

The entire constructing process consists of four phases, including data acquisition, data preprocess 

and storage, knowledge graph construction, knowledge graph storage and K10EDU-RCF-KG 

microservice with a set of REST APIs. In the data acquisition phase, we first chose Year 9 Science 

course as an example, followed by collecting three kinds of educational materials, including the 

Syllabus, Curriculum and Textbook. The syllabus and curriculum standards are used to generate 

the logical layer presented by the educational ontology, including the outcomes.  

 
8 https://v9.australiancurriculum.edu.au/teacher-resources/understand-this-learning-area/science 

 

https://v9.australiancurriculum.edu.au/teacher-resources/understand-this-learning-area/science
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Figure 4. The architecture of constructing the educational knowledge graph for K-10 education in Australia 
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The textbook contents which are fed to the process of the construction of knowledge graph are 

used to extract entities and their relationships. In the data preprocess and storage phase, we 

developed a new Educational Resources Management Platform (ERMP) where the Apache POI 

technology was used to convert MS-Word documents into the relational database MySQL, and the 

OCR technology was used to extract text contents from textbook PDF files to store in the MySQL 

database with a set of designed table structures. The relational data formed in this stage provides 

the structured data preparation for the knowledge graph construction. In the third phase, there are 

two main parts of the educational knowledge construction, including the logic layer where 

ontology is built and the data layer where entities, entities’ features and relations are extracted. All 

of them are based on the ERMP services and relational database in the second phase. In the last 

phase, the entities and relations are stored in the graph database – Neo4j, and a new K10EDU-

RCF-KG microservice is developed with the core service components and a set of REST APIs 

which can be public as the service providing the K-10 educational knowledge graph data.  

 

The main technical contributions are to define and design a pipeline process for constructing a 

knowledge graph in the educational domain. The architecture also combined a set of different 

techniques which are listed in chapter 3.3, to implement the construction of knowledge. One of the 

reasons I proposed this kind of combination of various techniques is to break down the complexity 

of the whole process of building a domain-specific knowledge graph, especially in solving one of 

my research questions which is to enrich the features of entities in the knowledge graph. 

Moreover, these technical contributions provide insights for other researchers on how to organize 

various resources to build educational knowledge. 

3.2 Challenges and novelties in constructing the educational KG for K-10 

education 

3.2.1 Challenges 
 

In comparison to generic knowledge graphs, the challenges for the construction of the educational 

knowledge graph for K-10 include followings: 

• Since this knowledge graph construction is dedicated to the K-10 education in Australia, the 

data availability is limit, we only can utilize a smaller set of data sources such as syllabus, 

curriculums, and textbook, especially the selected textbook in different states across Australia 
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can be varied. 

• The expectation of creating a knowledge graph in this educational domain is to build a subject-

knowledge understandable knowledge graph, but in terms of K-10 education, one subject 

generally contains several sub-subjects’ fundamental knowledge. For example, the science 

course in stage 5 which is from year 9 to 10 contains 4 sub-subjects, including biological 

sciences, earth and space sciences, physical sciences, and chemical sciences. This increases the 

difficulty of the construction process comparing to those dedicating only one subject. 

• The desired educational entities not only present professional concepts but also contain abstract 

facts compared to the generic entities from public knowledge graphs such as Wikidata or 

YAGO. So, another challenge for constructing this educational knowledge graph is that the 

subject-specific concepts must be extracted, such as “Chemical Reactions”,” Corrosion” or 

Oxidation” etc., rather than the general concept, such as “People”,” Location” or “Date” etc. 

3.2.2 Novelties 
 

As been worked diligently to explore and investigate the pipeline process for the construction of 

educational knowledge graphs, as well as the detailed analysis of extracting entities, the novelties 

that have emerged from this research are illustrated as followings, which can have potentially 

important implications for the construction of the educational knowledge graph field. 

• Enrich concept-entities’ features 

When investigating the related works for extracting educational entities, we found that most of 

their studies focused on extracting noun words as the domain concepts but neglected the 

features of these concepts. For example, one part of a sentence is “destructive chemical 

reaction” which comes from the NSW stage 5 science textbook. Assuming the “chemical 

reaction” is an entity, “destructive” which is one of the entity’s features should be added to the 

entity node as one of the feature properties. Our proposed algorithm pseudo code for 

bidirectional NLP-POS searching adjectives in sentences is shown in section 3.3.6. 

• Introduce subject dictionary to filter the extracted entities 

In this thesis, the Linear-Chain CRF machine learning algorithms are adopted to extract 

entities. These entities may have some subject unrelated concepts. In order to get rid of this 

kind of entity, one microservice API is developed in our ERMP to verify whether the entities 
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are included in the subject dictionary. The API service utilizes full-text search algorithms to 

identify the relatability between entities and dictionary concepts with descriptions. The parts of 

the dictionary for the chemical sciences can be found in Appendix 1. 

• Combine KG database technology and microservices features together 

Microservices technology has become more popular for software development architecture in 

recent years due to its features such as scalability, flexibility and independence in programming 

languages. The knowledge graph database also has been used in various platforms such as 

social media, recruitment services and commercial products recommendation because of its 

graph structure features and powerful searching abilities such as propagation searching, cypher 

language and contextual insights. So, the third novelty in this thesis is to leverage both their 

advantages to provide REST API services for accessing the rich semantic knowledge data. The 

details of implementation, including service components and Swagger API information, are 

shown in Chapter 4. 

3.3 The key techniques and algorithms  
 

Constructing a domain-specific knowledge graph is a complex process that involves various 

techniques and approaches. Many researchers have utilized a wide range of methods to improve 

the quality, efficiency, and applicability of the construction of their knowledge graph. For 

example, Zouri et al. utilized an ontological approach for semantic modelling (Zouri & Ferworn, 

2021). Zheng et al. used Vector Space Model (VSM) to calculate the similarity among different 

courses from MOOC (Y. Zheng et al., 2017).  Chen et al. employed NER techniques to extract 

educational concepts and association rule mining algorithms to identify the relations between 

entitles. They also used recurrent neural networks (RNN) to capture dependencies in sequential 

data (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Li, 2018) (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Yang, 2018a). Bai et al. 

applied the K-Means algorithm to acquire the relationship between entities and Neo4j to store the 

KG (Bai & Che, 2021). Dang et al. built the educational ontology by Protégé tool (Dang et al., 

2021). The key techniques and algorithms used in this thesis are described as followings:  

3.3.1 Apache POI 
 

Apache POI is a set of open-source Java libraries that provide a way to read, write, and manipulate 

Microsoft office documents such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. It provides a way to extract 
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data from these documents and allows for the creation of new documents from scratch as well. In 

this thesis, we use POI technique to extract useful information from syllabus and curriculums 

which are Word format files to relational database as the structured data source for the 

construction of KG.  

3.3.2 Optical character recognition 
 

OCR is a technology that allows computers to recognize text within digital images and convert it 

into machine-readable text that can be edited, searched, or analyzed. In this thesis, the OCR is 

used to convert textbook PDF files to text, so that this text can be edited and organized into a 

relational database as another structured data source for the construction of KG. 

3.3.3 Ontology and Protégé tool 
 

Ontology is one of the knowledge engineering techniques which is used to describe and present a 

formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain. Its core features 

include the types of entities, relationships between entities, and properties of entities, which are 

similar to knowledge graph (Zouri & Ferworn, 2021), but generally constructed by tools such as 

Protégé. The Protégé is an open-source ontology editor and framework for building intelligent 

systems. It was developed by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research at the 

Stanford University School of Medicine and is widely used to model the ontologies that applied in 

various domains 9 . In this thesis, we use the Protégé tool to build the educational ontology from 

the course curriculums and syllabus as the logical layer.  

3.3.4 Java, Spring boot and MySQL database 
 

Java programming language is widely used to develop lots of enterprise systems and web 

applications. The Spring boot is an open-source framework tool that can assist java developers to 

develop web applications and microservices easily and to avoid the complex configurations when 

using Spring Framework. The features include but not limit in auto-configuration, rich annotations, 

developing standalone microservice with embedded server 10. In this research, Java programming 

 
9 https://protege.stanford.edu/ 
10 https://www.ibm.com/au-en/topics/java-spring-boot 

https://protege.stanford.edu/
https://www.ibm.com/au-en/topics/java-spring-boot
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language and Spring Boot tool are used together to develop an educational resources management 

web application also known as ERMP and a set of REST APIs for accessing the educational 

knowledge graph data. Furthermore, the MySQL Database is used to store the text information 

extracted from curriculums and textbook. 

3.3.5 NLP-NER  
 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask of information extraction and involves processing 

structured and unstructured documents, it can identify and extract entities, such as people, 

organization, location, company and other named or numeric entities. NER is the core and 

fundamental technique of natural language processing (NLP). The basic NER process consists of 

two steps, identifying the concepts from a given text, and then classifying these concepts to the 

predefined categories such as people or location etc. (Mansouri et al., 2008). The NER involves 

several techniques and algorithms, including deep learning methods, rule-based systems, statistical 

models, hybrid method, and dictionary-based method, conditional random fields (CRF), support 

vector machines (SVM), neural networks. These approaches typically involve the use of labelled 

training data to train a model that can recognize and classify named entities in new or unseen text. 

 

The NER process typically involves the following steps: 

1) Tokenization: the text is divided into individual words or tokens. 

2) Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging: each token is assigned a part-of-speech tag, such as noun, 

verb, or adjective. 

3) Chunking: the tokens are grouped into meaningful phrases, such as noun phrases or verb 

phrases. 

4) Named Entity Recognition: the chunks are analyzed to identify any named entities. This 

involves identifying the entity type (e.g., person, organization, location) and assigning labels 

to the tokens that make up the entity. 

 

In this thesis, we adopt Linear-Chain CRF machine learning algorithms. The linear-chain CRF is 

the most common type of CRF used for sequence labelling tasks. It models the dependencies 

between adjacent labels in a sequence, making it well-suited for tasks such as named entity 
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recognition. The typical equation for a linear-chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) model is 

presented in the equation (1): 

 

 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) =  
1

𝑍(𝑥)
 exp (∑  

𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝜆𝑗𝑓𝑖(𝑦𝑖−1, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥, 𝑖)

𝑘

𝑗=1

) (1) 

 

where: 

▪ 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥)  is the conditional probability of the label sequence 𝑦 given the input sequence 𝑥 . 

▪ 𝑍(𝑥) is a normalization factor that ensures the probabilities sum up to 1 over all possible 

label sequences. 

▪ 𝑗 is a weight parameter associated with a feature function 𝑓𝑗 . 

▪ 𝜆𝑗 determine the weights of different features. 

▪ 𝑓𝑖(𝑦𝑖−1, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥, 𝑖)  is a feature function that takes as input the label sequence 𝑦 ,the input 

sequence 𝑥 , and the position  𝑖 , and outputs a scalar value. It captures the relationship 

between neighboring labels and the input sequence. 

 

During inference, the most likely label sequence  𝑦^ is obtained by maximizing the conditional 

probability  𝑝(𝑦|𝑥)  over all possible label sequences, see the equation (2): 

 

 𝑦^ = arg
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑦  𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) (2) 

 

The linear-chain CRF model is widely used for sequence labelling tasks because it can capture 

dependencies between neighboring labels and the input sequence. 

3.3.6 The algorithm for enriching entity features 
 

To identify the features of extracted entities, we use one of the NLP techniques, called Part-of-

Speech (POS), to identify the grammatical category of each word in a sentence. Based on POS, we 

proposed a new algorithm called Bidirectional NLP-POS searching to identify a list of adjectives 
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related to a specific entity concept. In the algorithm we used StanfordCoreNLP library 11. Stanford 

NLP’s POS tagging is to determine the syntactic role of each word in a sentence. Each word in a 

sentence will be annotated as different type tags, such as NN as singular common noun words and 

JJ as general adjective words. In our algorithm, the first iteration for words in a sentence will 

output a list of NN words that can be treated as concept entities, and the second iteration will 

output a key-value list where the key is the value of NN list, the value is a list of JJ words around 

NN word both forwards and backwards. Therefore, the list of JJ words can be additional features 

of concept entities. The algorithm pseudo code is shown in Table 2 Algorithm 3.1. The concrete 

functionality to process a whole sentence has been implemented in Section 4. 

3.3.7 Probabilistic association rule mining for relation extraction 
 

Probabilistic association rule mining is a kind of unsupervised machine learning algorithms 

because it only involves the discovery of patterns and relationships in the data without any prior 

 

Table 2. Algorithm 3.1 

 

Algorithm 3.1 adjectiveFinder (lemmaKeyWord, sentence) 

Input lemmaKeyWord  

 sentence  

Output adj list  

1. adjs ← empty list   

2. props ← new Properties object   

3. props.setProperty("annotators", "tokenize, ssplit, pos, lemma, parse, depparse") 

4. pipeline ← new StanfordCoreNLP object with props    

5. document ← new CoreDocument object with sentence   

6. pipeline.annotate(document)  

7. tokens ← get list of tokens from document  

8. FOR i ← 0 TO length of tokens – 1      

9.        token ← tokens[i]        

10.        IF token is a noun and its lemma is lemmaKeyWord THEN  

11.             FOR j ← i - 1 DOWNTO 0    

12.                 prevToken ← tokens[j]     

13.                 currentTag ← part of speech tag of prevToken 

 
11 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/api.html 

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/api.html
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14.                 IF prevToken is an adjective THEN 

15.                     adjs.add(prevToken's original text) 

16.                     CONTINUE 

17.                 IF currentTag is a coordinating conjunction THEN 

18.                     CONTINUE 

19.                 ELSE 

20.                     BREAK 

21.             FOR j ← i + 1 TO length of tokens - 1 

22.                  nextToken ← tokens[j] 

23.                  currentTag ← part of speech tag of nextToken 

24.                  

25.                 IF nextToken is an adjective THEN 

26.                     adjs.add(nextToken's original text) 

27.                     CONTINUE 

28.                 ELSE 

29.                     BREAK 

30.             BREAK 

31.  RETURN adj list 

     

 

knowledge or assumptions about the underlying data distribution. There is no need for labelling 

data and introducing the use of a target variable. The reason why we apply this algorithm to extract 

entities’ relations is that it has been used and verified to identify the relations on the learning 

assessment data when constructing knowledge graphs on pedagogical data (Chen, Lu, Zheng, 

Chen, & Yang, 2018). This algorithm is to discover probabilistic relationships or associations 

between entities in given dataset. The objective of probabilistic association rule mining is to 

recognize frequent entities sets and use them to generate association rules that capture the 

probabilistic dependencies between entities (H. Yu et al., 2020). These association rules can be 

used for various applications, such as market basket analysis, recommendation systems, and fraud 

detection. The equation for calculating the support of an itemset is presented in equation (3): 

 

 support(X) =
number of transactions containing X

total number of transactions
 (3) 

 

where X is an itemset and the support of  X represents the proportion of transactions that contain all 

the items in X. The support of an itemset is used to determine whether it is frequent or not. An 
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itemset is considered frequent if its support is above a predefined threshold. The equation for 

calculating the confidence of an association rule is presented in equation (4): 

 

 confidence(X => Y) =  
support(X ⋃ Y)

support(X)
 (4) 

 

where  X  and Y  are disjoint item sets, and  X => Y  represents the association rule that if a 

transaction contains all the items in   X , then it is also likely to contain all the items in Y. The 

confidence of an association rule represents the proportion of transactions that contain all the items 

in X and contain all the items in Y. 

3.3.8 Similarity calculation for the connection between outcomes and entities 
 

The similarity calculation plays important role in the NLP, and it can assist system models to 

analyze the text data. The commonly used methods include Cosine Similarity, Jaccard Similarity, 

Euclidean Distance and Manhattan Distance. In this thesis, we use cosine similarity to calculate 

the semantic similarity rage value between curriculum outcomes and the course unit entity 

concepts. The basic algorithm can be presented in equation (5). 

 

 𝒮(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗) =  𝒟(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗) ∙  ∏ ℱ(𝑜𝑗 , 𝑐𝑗)
𝑖=1

𝑗=1
 (5) 

 

Where 𝑜𝑖 donates to the i-th outcome in the subject, 𝑐𝑗 donates to j-th concepts in the subject. The 

𝒟(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗) is the cosine-similarity function between outcome sentence and unit topic sentence. The 

ℱ(𝑜𝑗 , 𝑐𝑗) refers to the true function that whether the outcome entities are mentioned in the unit 

topic description. 

3.3.9 Neo4j graph database 
 

Compared to traditional relational or documental database such as MySQL or MongoDB, Neo4j is 

a graph database stores nodes and relationships instead of tables or documents. It can handle 

complex connections between data such as nodes or connections, and it can quickly return deeper 

response degrees when query data because the relationships between nodes are already there, so it 
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doesn’t need to compute the relationships between the data at the query time 12. In this thesis, we 

use Neo4j to store the completed knowledge graph. The development of new sets of REST API for 

this educational knowledge graph is based on Neo4j database as well. 

  

 
12 https://neo4j.com/developer/graph-database/ 

https://neo4j.com/developer/graph-database/
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Chapter 4                                                                                 

The experimental implementation 
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4.1 Data acquisition 

 
When considering and comparing experiment courses, the Year 9 science course includes a variety 

of scientific concepts that generally have some features such as the change of chemicals or the 

shape and status of materials. These features can be captured by the research experiment, so we 

can apply these features to enrich concept entities. The data sources utilized to construct the 

educational knowledge graph originally come from three parts, including the Australian K-10 

education curriculum for Year 913, Syllabus in Stage 514, and Year 9 science textbook used in the 

secondary school of New South Wales of Australia. Both the science curriculum and syllabus are 

MS-Word format files, but the textbook is PDF format file. This is the reason why we are going to 

use Apache POI and OCR to extract text information to store in the MySQL DB, respectively. The 

exact functionalities are developed in the ERMP, which is described in the next section, Data 

preprocess and storage. 

4.2 Data preprocess and storage 

4.2.1 Constructing subject dictionary services 
 

To implement filtering the educational knowledge graph entities, the subject dictionaries must be 

prepared in the database, and a service component providing the verification of subject-related 

entities needs to be developed. Figure 5 shows the data structure of subject dictionaries, and 

Figure 6 function shows the code snippet of the verification service. We use the Spring boot JPA 

repository feature to get a list of dictionary entities by passing a string type parameter entity name. 

In terms of subject dictionary data, we collect school-level glossaries of keywords as one of the 

dictionaries’ data in different science categories, including biological sciences, earth and space 

sciences, physical sciences, and chemical sciences. The dictionaries can be updated via an update 

service implemented in ERMP. Figure 7 function shows the service code snippet for adding and 

updating the dictionary. 

 
13 https://v9.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/learning-areas/science/year-9 
14 https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/years/stage-5 

https://v9.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/learning-areas/science/year-9
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/years/stage-5
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Figure 5. The data structure of subject dictionaries 

 

 

Figure 6. The function to verify if the entity name is existing in subject dictionary. 

 

 

Figure 7. The function to add and update subject dictionary. 
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4.2.2 Educational resources management platform (ERMP) 
 

In order to extract unstructured data which is from syllabus, curriculum and textbook as well as 

providing the services to access structured data from relational database, we also developed an 

Educational Resources Management Platform - ERMP. The platform can use Apache POI 

technology to extract information form MS-Word documents to store data in a relational database. 

It can also extract text from PDF files to the MySQL database. Some service components, such as 

verifying entitles from the subject dictionary, finding chapter, unit and topic information, are 

developed as well. Since we take Year 9 science subject as one example to implement the 

construction of knowledge graph, all the data collected is at stage 5 which is for Year 9 school 

study. We convert these original data into a relational database, MySQL, as the preparation for 

further processing. The ER diagram is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The ER diagram of course subject, curriculum and syllabus 

 

In this data preparation phase, the ERMP is developed, which stores all the converted text 

information into the relational database described above. For example, we apply the OCR 

technology to extract text content of chapters, key outcomes, units and topics from textbook pdf 

files. Figure 9 shows chapters management web UI, Figure 10 shows the key outcomes 

management web UI, Figure 11 shows the units management web UI, and Figure 12 shows the 
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topics management we UI, and then we store this kind of text data into the MySQL DB, which can 

provide structured data sources for the construction of knowledge graph. 

 

 

Figure 9. The chapters management web UI 

for ERMP 

 

 

Figure 10. The outcomes management web UI for 

ERMP 
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Figure 11. The units management web UI 

for ERMP 

   

Figure 12. The topics management web UI for 

ERMP 

4.3 K10EDU-RCF-KG construction 

4.3.1 Logic layer ontology 

On the logical layer, we need to build the education ontology for the presentation of the basic 

structure and relation of the course. The data source for building ontology comes from course 

curriculums, in which the building process is called curriculum mapping. Once the education 

ontology is completed, it can be the basic principle for constructing knowledge graphs and 

supporting the knowledge query and representation in the K-10 education domain. In this thesis, 

the curriculum ontology was designed by the Protégé tool. We start from the science Year 9 

course which consists of four sub-science areas, including biological sciences, earth and space 

sciences, physical sciences, and chemical sciences. The logical layer ontology consisting of class 

hierarchy and data properties is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. The educational ontology structure and object properties 

 

4.3.2 Educational entity recognition 

Extracting entities is the key step for the construction of knowledge graphs. We have introduced 

several methods in the previous theoretical basis section. In the current information technology 

market, many cloud services or various tools have already integrated rich algorithms on their 

platforms. For example, spaCy is a popular open-source NLP library that provides support for 

entity extraction; Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is an open-source NLP library that provides 

support for entity extraction and it’s suitable for linguists, students, educators and researchers 15. 

There is also a powerful service which is provided by Google Cloud called Google Cloud Natural 

Language API. Many other tools have integrated Google API to enhance the functionalities of 

their services. The Neo4j APOC is a typical one making users customize their services to access 

APOC libraries and Google NLP API. In this thesis, we import the education ontology as the top 

layer to the Neo4j database, and then the contents of Australian curriculums are queried from our 

relational database to update the properties’ value in the Neo4j nodes. For example, one of the 

elaborations in the chemical science understand is as following sentence: 

 

“Explaining that differences in the number of neutrons in atoms of the same element results in 

isotopes and that naturally occurring isotopes of some elements are unstable.” 

 

We use one of the APOC library, apoc.nlp.gcp.entities.stream, to extract entities. The script to 

execute the process is shown as below code snippet: 

 
15 https://www.nltk.org/ 

https://www.nltk.org/
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① MATCH (n:Elaboration { nodeId: "49d435df-51c5-45cb-ad92-a203806034f6"}) 

② CALL apoc.nlp.gcp.entities.stream(n, { 
    key: $gcpApiKey, 
    nodeProperty: "description" 
  }) 
  YIELD value 

③ UNWIND value.entities AS entity 

④ MERGE (e:Entity {name:entity.name}) 
   SET e.type = entity.type 

⑤ MERGE (n)-[:HAS_ENTITY]->(e); 
 

Where: 

① Search the node where the node id is a given string value 

② invoking the apoc.nlp.gcp.entities.stream API to perform extraction by calling Google NLP 

API with given API key and node property with the value of description property of Elaboration 

node. 

③ define every element in the result entities value as entity variable 

④ for each entity variable, create or merge it into the Entity node with name and type 

properties and values. 

⑤ establish the connection between Elaboration node and Entity node. 

 

Finally, we got the up-layer knowledge graph based on the curriculum, which is presented in 

the Figure 14. 

 

 

 

Figure 14. The typical curriculum layer knowledge graph 
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To complete the whole knowledge graph for this K-10 education, there is another part that need to 

be considered regarding the entity extraction. That is extracting entity from textbook units’ 

context, topics and subtopics’ description since the textbook is not only for student’s study but 

also for teachers’ teaching reference. In the previous section, we discussed how to use OCR 

technology to extract text from textbook PDF files. So, we store all the text contents into to 

MySQL database, and data is organized by tables and hierarchy relations. Furthermore, we 

develop a microservice application which is to convert relational database data to knowledge 

graph format stored in Neo4j graph database. One of the examples can be seen in Figure 15, which 

shows the hierarchy relationships presented in equation 6, 

 

 𝑁𝐶  ←  [𝑟𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑆_𝑇𝑂] − 𝑁𝑢 ← [𝑟𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑆_𝑇𝑂] −  𝑁𝑡 ←  [𝑟𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑆_𝑇𝑂] − 𝑁𝑠𝑡 (6) 

 

Where: 

• 𝑁𝐶  donates the Chapter node. 

• 𝑁𝑢 donates the Unit node. 

• 𝑁𝑡 donates the Topic node. 

• 𝑁𝑠𝑡 donates the Subtopic node. 

• 𝑟𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑆_𝑇𝑂 represents the BELONGS_TO relationship. 

 

The basic level knowledge graph is presented in the Figure 15.  

Where: 

• Chemical and nuclear reactions is Chapter type node. 

• Unit1.1 Chemical reactions is Unit type node. 

• Change is Topic type node. 

• Chemical change is Subtopic type node. 
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Figure 15. A typical part of knowledge graph with Chapter, Unit, Topic, and Subtopic 

 

Apart from that, we utilize the same APOC library, apoc.nlp.gcp.entities.stream, to convert the 

content text of Subtopic – Chemical Change to sub knowledge graphs, presented in Figure 16 . 

 

 

 

Figure 16. The sub knowledge graph for Chemical Change subtopic 

 

4.3.3 Applying subject dictionary 

According to previous implementation and description, the part of the knowledge graph includes 

various entity concepts under the Chemical Change subtopic, but as we can see there are some 

noisy data such as “none”, “ways” and “ones” which should not be presented there because they 

don’t make any sense for the chemical change concepts, or we could say for chemical sciences. 

Therefore, we introduce the subject dictionary as a filter to refine the concepts of every unit 

content, topics’ description, and subtopics’ description. The basic dictionaries come from the 
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glossary for syllabus in Australia NSW Education Standards Authority website 16. We also use the 

Educational Resources Management Platform (ERMP) to integrate other chemistry vocabularies 

for middle-school so that the filter dictionaries reference can cover more domain-specific areas. 

The implementation code snippets are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18.  

 

 

Figure 17. The implementation of extract entity with filtering from the subject dictionary 

 

 
16 https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/learning-areas/science/science-7-10-2018/glossary 

https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/k-10/learning-areas/science/science-7-10-2018/glossary
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Figure 18. The implementation to verify whether a keyword exists in the subject dictionary 

 

4.3.4 Enriching entity features 

Generally, the entities extracted from textbook contents are just some noun key words which 

presented the concept in the subject. For example, there is a sentence from the unit 1.1 Chemical 

reactions of Year 9 science textbook: 

“Exploding fireworks are an example of a chemical reaction that produces coloured light, heat 

and a very loud noise.” 

We use NLP-NER technique to extract entity, we can get the following entities, shown in Table 3. 

  

Table 3. An example entity list after extracting from above sentence 

heat firework reaction light noise 

 

We can use cypher query language to fetch nodes which are sub-elements of subtopic label entity 

“Chemical change”. The exact knowledge presentation in Neo4j graph database is shown on the 
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left side in the Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19. Parts of knowledge graph presentation for a sentence 

If we look at the reaction node, there is no other additional information to describe how this 

reaction is. The properties of this Knowledge Point node include some general information such as 

name, nodeId and type, which is shown in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20. The knowledge point label entity reaction and its properties 
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To enrich this kind of entities’ feature properties, the POS techniques was employed to find out 

the adjective words which are related to this entity. We utilized the StanfordCoreNLP library to 

implement this functionality. The algorithm is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. The function to implement finding entities' features for a give sentence 

 

4.3.5 Establish connections between learning outcomes and topic concepts 

The learning outcomes give the objectives that students should achieve by the gained skills and 

knowledge after studying the chapter. So, it will be beneficial to know what entitles or concepts 

students are studying are closely related to the learning outcomes. This message is especially 

important when students are preparing some exams and when teachers are preparing their teaching 

materials such as assignment questions. Moreover, the learning outcomes generally have 

descriptions which contains the key concept entities related to learning chapters. Therefore, it is 

possible to establish the connection between these entitles in learning outcome and other entities in 

topic and subtopic entities. In this thesis, we established the relationship, IS_RELATED_TO, from 

topic entities to learning outcome entities. If entities from the topic have same entity name, the 

process will not create the duplicated nodes, it will just establish the connection to the existing 
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same name entities. This feature can be seen in the Figure 22. We can see “reaction”, “substances” 

and “atoms” element entities are all connected to learning outcome entity and subtopic entity. 

 

 

Figure 22. The knowledge graph with connection between outcomes and topic entities 

  

4.4 REST APIs for retrieving KG from Neo4j  

As mentioned in the thesis objectives, we plan to provide a convenient and easy way to access the 

knowledge graph data across different services. When we design the APIs, we think about 

principles based on the entity as the center, what kinds of information should be required by most 

of users. For example, chapter, unit, topic, entity, and their relations, and what convenient ways to 

return the response to users, how we include relationship in the response body. We know the 

Cypher query language is powerful, but it’s only available for database layer, similarly as SQL in 

MySQL or PostgreSQL, but REST API gives a more flexible way to get data without considering 

the complex process under the hood. Therefore, we developed a set of REST APIs which are listed 

in Table 4. Moreover, we integrate the Swagger UI to present the API documentations, which is 

presented in Figure 23. These API collections can be extended if any new requirement is needed. 

The source code of this REST APIs project can be found in GitHub 17. 

  

 
17 https://github.com/JasonKZhuang/K10EDU-RCF-KG 

https://github.com/JasonKZhuang/K10EDU-RCF-KG
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Table 4. The REST APIs list for querying K-10 education knowledge graph data 

API name Parameters Description 

/query/chapter ?Id=Integer&title=String 
Get chapters and related nodes by its id 

or title parameter 

/query/outcome ?Id=Integer&title=String 
Get learning outcomes and related nodes 

by its id or title parameter 

/query/unit ?Id=Integer&title=String 
Get units and related nodes by its id or 

title parameter 

/query/topic ?Id=Integer&title=String 
Get topics and related nodes by its id or 

title parameter 

/query/entity ?name=String 
Get entity and related nodes by its name 

parameter 

/query/elaboration ?name=String 
Get elaboration and related nodes by its 

name parameter 

/query/knowledgePoint ?name=String 
Get knowledge point and related nodes 

by its name parameter 

 

 

 

Figure 23. The swagger UI for REST APIs query endpoints description 
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Chapter 5                                                                                  

Model verification by presentation and comparison  
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As one of the important parts of academic research, model verification is to verify whether the 

theory and proposed method are feasible, reasonable and understandable through presenting and 

comparing the results of the experiment implementations. The research goals of this thesis have 

been illustrated in Section 1.3, and the proposed novel methods for the new knowledge graph, 

K10EDU-RCF-KG, have been described in Section 3.2.2. In this Chapter, we are going to present 

the sample educational knowledge graph and make a comparison between before and after 

adopting our novel method as well as the comparison to related work.  

5.1 Presenting K10EDU-RCF-KG 
 

The constructed educational knowledge graphs that are presented in this Section include the 

original pedagogical resources and parts of graph images. Due to the limited space of pages, we 

only present the critical parts of this educational knowledge graph. In terms of pedagogical dataset 

selection, the purpose of this research is to verify the proposed method’s feasibility. So, we choose 

one unit from Year 9 Science course textbook in Australia school education. The example page of 

original textbook is shown in Figure 24. Part A representing the unit title is extracted as the Unit 

entity node with title name” Chemical reactions”; The context of Part B describing the basic 

context of this unit is extracted by NLP-NER and NLP-POS to the entitles labeled as Knowledge 

Point; The title of Part C, “Change”, is constructed as the Topic entity, and its description is 

processed by the construction pipeline including filtering by subject dictionary, bidirectional NLP-

POS searching and NER algorithms; The subtitle of Part D, “Chemical change”, is extracted as the 

Subtopic entity, and the description of this subtopic is processed by the same method with Part C. 

After automatically processing the construction pipeline, the final knowledge graph is shown in 

Figure 25. The Node labels legends are shown in Figure 26, and relationship types are shown in 

Figure 27.  
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Figure 24. One unit of original textbook 
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Figure 25. K10EDU-RCF-KG 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 26. K10EDU-RCF-KG node labels 

 

 

Figure 27. K10EDU-RCF-KG relationship types 
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5.2 The comparison between before and after introducing subject dictionary 

 
For the entities extracted using the NER technique, there are many nodes with duplicated names. 

We first collect all topics and subtopics nodes with their description properties. Every node will be 

processed by NLP-NER to generate Knowledge Point entities. The duplicated knowledge points 

which belong to a parent topic or subtopic entity will be removed, and only the unique one is kept 

under the HAS_CONCEPT relationship to their topic or subtopic. After that, we use the subject 

dictionary as the intervention to filter out some unrelated nodes. In order to compare the difference 

between after and before introducing the subject dictionary, we use the automatic processing 

pipeline to generate twice knowledge graphs, which are without dictionary filtering and with 

dictionary filtering. To better understand, we chose the topic “Change” as a typical example, and 

the comparison is shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. There are six knowledge points entities that 

are not related to chemical sciences have been filtered out. Therefore, it can significantly reduce 

the nosy data rate. Due to the lack of access of “A Dictionary of Chemistry” published by oxford, 

we only involved the chemistry dictionary for the school version 18. If we can integrate a more 

comprehensive dictionary, it is predictable that the noisy data rate can be reduced much more.   

 

 

Figure 28. KG before filtering 

 

Figure 29. KG after filtering 

  

 
18 https://www.thoughtco.com/a-to-z-chemistry-dictionary-4143188 

https://www.thoughtco.com/a-to-z-chemistry-dictionary-4143188
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5.3 The comparison between before and after using enriching concept 

features 
 

The related work in the educational domain described in the literature review mainly focused on 

the concepts extracted from various pedagogical materials, but there was no work focusing on how 

to make these entities more meaningful and richer. Therefore, we proposed a new knowledge 

graph model called K10EDU-RCF-KG. We adopted the NLP-POS techniques to find out the 

adjectives related to the extracted entities, followed by experiments that have been done in 

Chapter 4. In this section, using our automatic construction pipeline services, taking the sentence 

in section 4.2, we generated two knowledge graphs, one is just to use the normal approach, and 

another is to employ the proposed method on the sentence where the entity is in. The results are 

shown in Figure 30, where the upper list result shows only entities, and the lower list shows 

entities that were extracted with their features. The presentation of knowledge graph nodes in 

Neo4j is shown in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 30. The comparison between different entity extraction methods 

 

  

Figure 31. The comparison between different entity extraction methods in Neo4j 
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5.4 Querying topic related to learning outcomes 

 
The knowledge graph for the Australia K-10 education can integrate various educational resources 

and recognize implicit knowledge between knowledge concepts, which could provide valuable 

foundation for downstream applications such as teaching assistant system, personal learning path 

recommendation, or learning material recommendation. Furthermore, it is believed that some 

potential features and insights of educational entities in this knowledge graph can be discovered, 

which can provide both students and teachers meaningful information to facilitate and assist their 

study and teaching experience. In this thesis, we established the connection between topic 

concepts and learning outcomes. In order to verify the access efficiency from topic element entity 

to the corresponding learning outcome entitles, we choose two typical iterator paths to present 

comparison. For the first example path, the Subtopic “chemical change” which is presented in 

yellow color node contains study information energy see the Figure 33. If a user wants to know 

what chapter outcomes is related to learning this energy concept and what outcomes are required. 

The path to get the outcome destination needs at least 5 iterating steps, which is shown in the 

Figure 32. However, after establishing the connection between Element node “energy” and 

Outcome node “Fission occurs when large nuclei split apart. Fusion occurs when small nuclei 

fuse together. In both cases, huge amounts of energy are released.”, the access path only needs 

one step, so the system can quickly get the related learning outcome contents, which is shown in 

Figure 34. For the second example path, the Element node “reaction” is related not only to 

multiple subtopic and topic but also to the chapter outcome, which is shown in Figure 35. That 

mean this reaction concept is a very important learning concept when learning this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 32. Five steps path for accessing outcome entity from knowledge point entity 
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Figure 33. The education knowledge graph without connection between knowledge points and 

outcome entities 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. One step for accessing outcome entity from element entity 
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Figure 35. A part of education knowledge graph showing one Element is related to multiple other 

entities and learning outcome entities 

 

5.5 Presenting how to use REST APIs  

 
Since the education knowledge graph created in this thesis is stored in Neo4j graph database, the 

straightforward way to access the graph data is to use cypher language. This query language 

allows you to query and manipulate graph data using a syntax that is similar to SQL. However, 

Cypher has limited support ecosystem due to the relatively new query language, which makes it 

hard to find effective tools or supportive resources when end users are working with Cypher. 

Moreover, the learning curve for the Cypher language may be steeper, especially for those who are 

not familiar with graph database. Therefore, we have developed a set of REST APIs to provide 

user an easy and efficient way to get data of this education knowledge graph. There are two typical 

API cURL command examples are shown in Table 5, and the response data is shown in Table 6 

and Table 7 respectively. As we can see, the response data is a JSON format which is easy to be 

read and processed by other programming languages like Python, JavaScript, or C# etc., which 

leveraged the advantages of REST APIs such as the lightweight, independent, scalable and 

stateless. 
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Table 5. REST APIs to get topic and subtopic entities with their knowledge points 

API name cURL 

Get a topic with its 

knowledge points 

curl --location 'hostname:9001/neo4j/topics/kps/2de03dfd-1945-

4493-997c-9d5dde74fadc' \ 

Get a sub topic with 

its knowledge points 

curl --location 'localhost:9001/neo4j/subTopics/kps/148d514a-

2b3b-46a0-863c-96903e289811' \ 

 

Table 6. Response data for getting the topic “Chemical change” with its knowledge points 

{ 

    "topicBeans": [ 

        { 

            "id": 974, 

            "title": "Chemical change", 

            "nodeId": "2de03dfd-1945-4493-997c-9d5dde74fadc" 

        } 

    ], 

    "knowledgePointBeans": [ 

        { 

            "id": 1296, 

            "nodeId": "618c259d-73cb-47f2-9787-e72a9a8cf215", 

            "name": "atoms", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 1299, 

            "nodeId": "c68ca495-418e-4cb3-a840-3864e82938be", 

            "name": "way", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 1270, 

            "nodeId": "750953e7-f5ef-490e-a4e0-82f1c4f18239", 

            "name": "chemical change", 

            "type": "EVENT", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 1303, 

            "nodeId": "7300f324-fe84-48f6-93e2-e3771b7b5f0e", 

            "name": "signs", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 
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            "id": 1272, 

            "nodeId": "a2d03b9f-601c-48a3-9f3a-8cf079cd11b9", 

            "name": "substances", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 1275, 

            "nodeId": "458e8992-5244-4eb8-b8e7-9a23f608fd6e", 

            "name": "reaction", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "chemical, coloured" 

        } 

    ] 

} 
 

Table 7. Response data for getting the subtopic “Chemical change” with its knowledge 

points 

{ 

    "topicBeans": [ 

        { 

            "id": 991, 

            "title": "Nuclear change", 

            "nodeId": "148d514a-2b3b-46a0-863c-96903e289811" 

        } 

    ], 

    "knowledgePointBeans": [ 

        { 

            "id": 2178, 

            "nodeId": "38aef63b-a588-4fd1-9b03-e7a83a7e7c77", 

            "name": "uranium atoms", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 2166, 

            "nodeId": "80ef721c-29b2-48ec-915c-c015eb73d804", 

            "name": "structure", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 2183, 

            "nodeId": "590a46f6-5234-4a12-a32e-d2580cdc454b", 

            "name": "radiation", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 
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            "id": 2165, 

            "nodeId": "68140c3d-0843-44ad-94ee-842d4a22b475", 

            "name": "change", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 2182, 

            "nodeId": "1193d2a1-69fa-4990-a8a6-2b3b9aa2359f", 

            "name": "emission", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

        { 

            "id": 2184, 

            "nodeId": "5ddd16e1-d3a4-4206-b2af-4014e394ce20", 

            "name": "element", 

            "type": "OTHER", 

            "features": "" 

        }, 

         

    ] 

} 

 
 

5.6 Summary of comparisons 
 

In terms of the knowledge graph construction for K-10 education, there are few related works that 

can be appropriate examples for comparison. For example, one research described in section 2.3.2, 

Chen et al. proposed an automatic knowledge graph construction system called K12EduKG for k-

12 education. They made Chinese curriculum standards of mathematics as the source of 

knowledge. The concepts and relations are identified and imported into K12EduKG using CRF 

model and probabilistic association rule mining. However, they only presented the abstract 

concepts extracted from sentences such as “Line Segment” or “Rational Number”, but the details 

of the concepts were neglected. For example, what is the concept description of Line Segment, 

what sub-elements that this concept is related to. Figure 36 shows the demonstration of their 

knowledge graph of math. 
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Figure 36. K12EduKG demonstrative knowledge graph of math (Chen, Lu, Zheng, Chen, & Li, 

2018) 

Comparatively, we give the definition of Line Segment described by the sentence “The part of a 

line that connects two points. It is the shortest distance between the two points. It has a length.”19, 

and this sentence is fed into our proposed model. We can generate the sub-elements of these 

abstract concepts, filtering the unrelated words after we introduce the mathematics dictionary. The 

part of the knowledge graph is shown in Figure 37. 

 

 

Figure 37. K10EDU-RCF-KG for Line Segment concept in math 

 
19 https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/line-segment.html 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/line-segment.html
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As we can see, compared to K12EduKG, the K10EDU-RCF-KG can present more detailed sub-

elements where the unrelated words have been filtered out. 

 

One of the purposes of both teaching and learning is to achieve the standard objectives which have 

been described and defined in the textbooks’ outcomes. As a data foundation for smart educational 

systems, the educational knowledge graphs should provide a way helping students understand 

what learning standard outputs are related to their current learning concepts. However, described 

in section 2.4, the existing knowledge graphs in the educational domain have not established the 

connections between learning outcomes and learning topic contents, but this kind of connection 

can be established in our K10EDU-RCF-KG.  

 

In this subsection, we compare our knowledge graph with an existing knowledge graph of  online 

course NNGP (Huang et al., 2021) . Although both knowledge graphs extracted course concepts 

from textbook outlines, our study distinguishes in following aspects: 

• Construction process:  The processing pipeline of K10EDU-RCF-KG consists of four phases, 

shown in Figure 4. Every phase includes a set of methods and will produce an output for the 

preparation of the subsequent phase. However, the NNGP only mentioned extracting course 

concepts and the frame from course outlines. Although they mentioned extracting concepts 

from course videos, the fact is that the algorithms ultimately deal with language text.  

• ERMP: ERMP is a web user interface application developed for this thesis, providing a way 

that converts unstructured text resources such as textbooks or curriculums to structured text 

resources such as relational tables. So, the microservice developed in the ERMP can provide 

APIs querying resources for constructing the educational KG. The ERMP can also be 

extended to provide functionality for experts' and AI education application users' 

involvement, such as tagging and enhancing subject dictionaries. However, there was no this 

kind of platform in NNGP.  

• The automatic tool for constructing the education knowledge graph: The tool developed in 

this thesis is mainly responsible for handling the construction of the KG. the sub functionality 

modules include extracting and updating concept nodes, enriching nodes' properties, and 

identifying and establishing connections among nodes. However, there is no this kind of tool 
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for handling the K-10 education KG construction. The tool is available on the GitHub 

repository20.  

• Rich concept features: This is one of the features of the K10EDU-RCF-KG, which means 

using the bidirectional NLP- POS searching algorithm to identify the features of educational 

concepts from sentences. However, NNGP neglected these features for concept entities. 

• Connection between outcomes and learning topic concepts: We use one unit in the Year 9 

science course to prove our theory that the connection between learning outcome entities and 

topic concept entities is established in section 4.3.5 and section 5.4. However, there is no 

educational knowledge graph for K-10 or K-12 education that has this feature. The design of 

the connection between the outcomes and knowledge points is prepared to support building 

the personal learning path (G. Sun et al., 2017).  

• REST APIs to access KG: This feature provides a convenient way to transform educational 

semantic data between different applications or microservices, which was not included in 

NNGP. 

 

As mentioned in section 1.2, the knowledge graph technique is highly on-demand in support of 

downstream applications, especially for AI education-related systems. For example, the WeMaster 

system21 we dedicated to developing needs a graph data structure and semantic data relations to 

generate personal learning paths with enriched learning concept nodes. The features of K10EDU-

RCF-KG described above can be utilized in the WeMaster system. 

 
20 https://github.com/JasonKZhuang/K10EDU-RCF-KG 
21 https://wemaster.com.au/ 

https://github.com/JasonKZhuang/K10EDU-RCF-KG
https://wemaster.com.au/
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Chapter 6                                                                                  

Conclusion and future works 
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6.1 Conclusion 

 
In this thesis, we constructed the K10EDU-RCF-KG which is an education knowledge graph 

model with rich concept features for Australia K-10 education, taking Year 9 science as an 

example course subject by utilizing various technologies such as OCR, Protege tool, Spring Boot 

framework, MySQL Database, NLP-OCR, NLP-POS, Neo4j graph database and REST APIs. This 

research commenced with a comprehensive literature review. In Chapter 2, we introduced the 

concept and features of knowledge graphs, followed by the statistical information about existing 

open knowledge graphs. We also reviewed the construction of knowledge graphs by different 

theoretical approaches in various domains, including healthcare, science, engineering, and 

especially in the educational domain. In Chapter 3, we discussed the theoretical basis for 

constructing this educational knowledge graph. The architecture was designed as the framework 

and guidance of the whole building process. Some key technologies and algorithms involved in 

the construction pipeline were also detailed, including OCR, Protege tool, Java Spring Framework, 

MySQL Database, NLP-NER, NLP-POS, similarity calculation algorithm and Neo4j graph 

database. In Chapter 4, the experiment was implemented, and the example knowledge graph was 

generated. Moreover, a set of REST APIs accessing the knowledge graph were developed. Since 

the subject dictionary was introduced, and the connections between knowledge points entities of 

topic and learning outcome entities were established, the knowledge graph presentation and 

comparison in different aspects and related work in Chapter 5. Finally, we presented two typical 

API cURL calls and response data. 

6.2 Future works 

 
The whole process of constructing an excellent domain-specific knowledge graph is complex, 

especially when considering some practical data progressing and storing technology. Building this 

education knowledge graph in Australia's K-10 education is the first attempt so far. There are still 

many challenges in the entire construction pipeline, such as the knowledge fusion from different 

data sources, the comparison and combination of multiple algorithms applying to entity extraction 

and relationship extraction, the refinement of the knowledge graphs, additional information 

intervention for improving the quality of the knowledge graph and so on. In addition, another 

further work will be the comparison between applying our proposed architecture and utilizing 

other domain-specific framework to construct the educational knowledge graph. For example, 
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using or upgrading the framework for automated medical knowledge construction proposed by 

Weng et al., to compare which one will show higher accuracy and effectiveness for the 

construction process.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 
 

Parts of chemical science dictionary 
 

word subject 

absolute alcohol chemistry 

absolute error chemistry 

absolute temperature chemistry 

absolute uncertainty chemistry 

absolute zero chemistry 

absorbance chemistry 

absorption chemistry 

absorption spectroscopy chemistry 

absorption spectrum chemistry 

absorptivity chemistry 

accuracy chemistry 

acid chemistry 

acid anhydride chemistry 

acid dissociation constant chemistry 

acidic solution chemistry 

actinides chemistry 

actinium chemistry 

activated complex chemistry 

activation energy chemistry 

active transport chemistry 

activity series chemistry 

actual yield chemistry 

acute health effect chemistry 

acyl group chemistry 

addition reaction chemistry 

adsorption chemistry 

adulterant chemistry 

aether chemistry 

air chemistry 

alchemy chemistry 

alcohol chemistry 

aldehyde chemistry 

aliphatic amino acid chemistry 

aliphatic compound chemistry 

aliphatic hydrocarbon chemistry 

alkali metal chemistry 
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alkali metals chemistry 

alkaline chemistry 

alkaline earth metals chemistry 

alkalinity chemistry 

alkane chemistry 

alkene chemistry 

alkenyl group chemistry 

alkoxide chemistry 

alkoxy group chemistry 

alkyne chemistry 

allotrope chemistry 

alloy chemistry 

alpha decay chemistry 

alpha particle chemistry 

alpha radiation chemistry 

aluminum or aluminium chemistry 

amalgam chemistry 

americium chemistry 

amide chemistry 

amine chemistry 

amino acid chemistry 

amorphous chemistry 

amphiprotic chemistry 

amphoteric chemistry 

amphoteric oxide chemistry 

amu chemistry 

analytical chemistry chemistry 

angstrom chemistry 

angular momentum quantum number chemistry 

anhydrous chemistry 

anion chemistry 

anode chemistry 

anti chemistry 

antibonding orbital chemistry 

antimony chemistry 

aqua regia chemistry 

aqueous chemistry 

aqueous solution chemistry 

argon chemistry 

aromatic compound chemistry 

Arrhenius acid chemistry 

Arrhenius base chemistry 

arsenic chemistry 
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aryl chemistry 

astatine chemistry 

atmosphere chemistry 

atom chemistry 

atomic mass chemistry 

atomic mass unit (a.m.u.) chemistry 

atomic mass unit (amu) chemistry 

atomic number chemistry 

atomic radius chemistry 

atomic solid chemistry 

atomic volume chemistry 

atomic weight chemistry 

atoms chemistry 

ATP chemistry 

Aufbau principle chemistry 

austenite chemistry 

Avogadro's Law chemistry 

Avogadro's number chemistry 

azeotrope chemistry 

azimuthal quantum number chemistry 
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